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Our Vision and Mission 

 

OUR VISION 

 

▪ To be the most highly valued media service in the community we serve. 

 

OUR MISSION 

 

To foster the cultural life and Christian values of the community through our media 
services. 
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PURPOSE AND USE OF THE MANUAL 

This manual has been prepared to inform the personnel employed by Gold Coast Christian and 
Community Broadcasting Association Limited (the Company) and its volunteers about their 
own separate duties and responsibilities.  To the extent that obligations are imposed on 4CRB 
as the employer then such is a reference to the Company.  

The manual contains the information that you will require for your daily activities.  It is 
designed to inform you of 4CRB’s policies in general, and should be consulted and used on an 
ongoing basis.  

CONFIDENTIALITY 

All work done for or associated with 4CRB is confidential.  Therefore, all information provided 
to you through this manual and/or during the performance of your duties is considered to be 
confidential and is not to be discussed outside 4CRB’s business premises (the station) or with 
any unauthorised person.  Your obligation in respect of such confidentiality shall be ongoing.  
In this regard, your attention is drawn to the relevant provisions of your Employment Contract, 
Contractor Agreement or, if a volunteer, your Confidentiality Agreement. 

RISK MANAGEMENT POLICY 

Objective 
The objective of this policy is to communicate a common understanding of risk management 
at 4CRB by outlining key roles and responsibilities, risk management methodology and 
procedures as well as monitoring and reporting requirements. 

Effective and efficient risk management and maintaining a sound internal control environment 
are integral to 4CRB’s culture and its way of conducting business. 4CRB recognises that the key 
drivers of efficient and effective risk management are: 

• the level of awareness of risk and control measures that exist across 4CRB’s 
organisation, its staff, consultants and contractors; and 

• the degree to which 4CRB’s risk management program is aligned to its objectives. 

4CRB’s risk management program aims to provide a structured basis for strategic planning, 
effective and efficient operations, improving the quality of decision making and safeguarding 
its assets, people, finance and intellectual property.  The Risk Management Policy is found at 
Annexure BB1. 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

All documentation and information including sponsor and supporter data, systems and 
procedures including all improvements made by employees, contractors or volunteers remain 
the property of 4CRB and must not be copied or used outside 4CRB without the express written 
consent of 4CRB. 

A breach of this provision by an employee contractor or volunteer will constitute immediate 
grounds for termination of employment, contract or engagement and may result in a claim for 
damages or an injunction. 

DEFINITIONS 
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“4CRB” means Gold Coast Christian and Community Broadcasting Association Limited and such 
reference also relates to the Company. 
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History of 4CRB 
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STRUCTURE OF 4CRB 
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INTRODUCTION 

This manual is not a static document and will be updated from time to time with notice being 
given to you.  Any constructive suggestions for improvement will be welcome. You are deemed 
to have read and agreed to and be bound by the contents of this manual.  It forms part of your 
employment contract, contract or terms of voluntary service. To the extent there is any 
inconsistency between this manual and your employment contract the employment contract 
will prevail.  To the extent there is any inconsistency between the employment contract and 
any award then the award will prevail, unless you have contracted out of that award, in which 
case the employment contract will prevail. 

4CRB hopes this will empower you with the opportunity to attain your full potential and forge 
solid career goals, maximizing the benefit to both parties. 

4CRB is committed to providing all employees, contractors and volunteers with a safe working 
environment that will provide each person with the opportunity to gain their full potential. 

Your employment contract details the terms and conditions of your specific employment with 
4CRB.  For the purposes of this manual significant employment matters are outlined in this 
section. 

EMPLOYMENT POLICIES 

1 PHONE CALLS 

All phone calls should be returned within the day on which they are received. 

2 NEW SPONSORS OR SUPPORTERS 

All new sponsor, supporter or listener enquiries should either be acknowledged or answered 
on the day of receipt. Queries which raise, or are likely to raise, problems must be referred 
to Management. 

2.1 Courtesy  

Courtesy and good manners must be extended in all dealings with people both in and 
outside the station. 

2.2 Letters and Documentation 

All letters and documents must be written in plain English.  

All letters and documents must be dispatched without any corrections or marks 
apparent on them and first be signed by Management or such other person as may 
be authorised by the Board. 

2.3 Sponsor, Supporter and Listener Satisfaction 

Every effort should be made to ensure that sponsors, supporters and listeners are 
satisfied, including inviting comments from them whether he/she is satisfied with the 
service provided and, if not satisfied, the reasons for dissatisfaction. 

3 Equal Employment Opportunity (“EEO”) 

4CRB is an equal opportunity employer.  
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4CRB is committed to ensuring that only factors relevant to your ability to perform your 
workplace responsibilities, and develop in your employment, are to be considered in 
4CRB’s review of and decisions about your working life and performance with 4CRB. 

We therefore are committed to ensuring that our employment practices are free of any kind 
of bias, including race, gender, national origin, marital status, sexual preference, age, 
disability, pregnancy, family responsibilities, and religious or political conviction. 

You have a right to be treated equitably, and you also have the responsibility to respect the 
rights of your fellow employees, contractors and volunteers, by supporting and promoting 
the achievement of equal opportunity. 

Equal opportunity means ensuring that employment policies and practices are based on, and 
operate according to, the principle of merit.  Discriminatory behaviour therefore is contrary 
to 4CRB’s policy and not acceptable. 

Discrimination can take many forms, some of which are direct, or open.  Others may be 
indirect or hidden: 

i. direct discrimination occurs when a person is treated less favourably than 
another, simply because of a personal characteristic; and 

ii. indirect discrimination occurs when a policy or requirement which at first glance 
seems fair, in fact operates to the detriment of a particular group of people 
because of a characteristic of that group, such as age, family circumstances or 
gender. 

Our policy applies to job applicants, current, permanent and temporary employees, contract 
employees, volunteers, sponsors, supporters and listeners of 4CRB. 

4CRB’s EEO policy reflects the spirit and intent of related federal and state legislation in 
Australia.  In particular, 4CRB holds the view that people work more productively in an 
environment, which is free from discrimination. 

More information or specific details on any of the above statements or EEO may be obtained 
from the Equal Opportunity Commission. 

4 Duties 

Whilst each individual employee, contractor or volunteer is assigned to a specific role or 
position, which involves a specific designated function, it is expected that all employees, 
contractors and volunteers will co-operate readily with the directions of 4CRB in relation to 
the undertaking of any task assigned. 

5 Probation Period 

Each new employee will be hired on a probationary basis for six months.  During this period 
of evaluation 4CRB will determine the new employee’s performance.  At the end of the 
probation period the performance of the new employee will be reviewed to determine 
whether the new employee is to become a permanent employee. 

During the probationary period, if the employee’s performance does not meet the standards 
and reasonable expectations of 4CRB, this will be discussed with the employee.  If it is 
determined that the employee is unable to meet the standards required beyond the 
probationary period, the employee’s employment may be terminated at any time during the 
probationary period with 4CRB paying one week’s salary in lieu of notice, if necessary. 
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4CRB may also elect to extend the probation period. 

6 Business Hours 

All employees, contractors and volunteers are required to observe the courtesy of 
punctuality with respect to the station. 

7 Keys & Security Codes to Office 

4CRB acknowledges that some employees, contractors and volunteers have been provided 
or may be provided with keys and an access code, which enables access to the building ("the 
station"). The employee, contractor or volunteer shall not disclose the access code to any 
person without 4CRB’s permission and shall keep the keys safe at all times. Should the 
employee, contractor or volunteer lose the keys or disclose the access code without 
permission, the employee, contractor or volunteer may be required, at the discretion of 
4CRB, to pay all costs incurred by 4CRB to secure the station (including but not limited to the 
replacement of any keys). 

8 Access to premises 

An employee, contractor or volunteer shall not access the building after hours without 
4CRB’s permission. 

9 Meals and Breaks 

1.1.1. 4CRB supplies facilities for you to use at meal and rest periods, as well as before the start 
of each day. Tea, coffee and milk are supplied to all employees at 4CRB’s cost.  The 
kitchen area contains crockery, cutlery and glassware, a kettle, a spring water cooler, 
microwave and refrigerator for the convenience of employees.  This is for use by all 
employees, contractors and volunteers and should be treated with respect.  Employees, 
contractors and volunteers are expected to clean up after they have used any of the 
common areas. 

1.1.2. Meals and breaks must be taken during the times advised by 4CRB from time to time.  
You are encouraged to take advantage of your allocated breaks as it allows the chance 
to refresh and maintain an adequate level of concentration. Meal breaks must be taken 
no more than 5 hours after commencing work. 

1.1.3. A lunch break is ½ hour between 12:30pm and 1:00pm.   
1.1.4. You are entitled to two ten minute breaks: one in the morning and one in the afternoon, 

the appropriate time taken after consultation with Management.  
1.1.5. Taking any other break outside these times is not permitted.  
1.1.6. Those who require a smoking break must comply with the times referred to in 7.d.  
1.1.7. You must not leave the station without advising management and reception to ensure 

that sufficient cover is available during your absence.  
1.1.8. Breaks cannot be accumulated for time off.  4CRB will not generally approve sacrifice of 

meals and breaks, to allow for late arrivals or early departures. 

10 Attendance and Punctuality 

4CRB expects a high standard of punctuality and attendance amongst all employees.  4CRB 
believes that punctuality and attendance are paramount to the fundamental principles of 
professionalism. 

It is recommended that employees be in the station at least 15 minutes prior to their 
commitment to allow them sufficient time to prepare for the day (e.g. organise coffee, water, 
personal hygiene, and the like). 
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11 Employees who disregard these basic principles on a continuing basis will be subject to 
disciplinary action. 

All employees are reminded that work should resume promptly after the lunch break. 
Accordingly all personal requirements, e.g. coffee, personal hygiene etc. should be attended 
to during the lunch and tea breaks where possible.  

If for any reason you are unable to attend work, you must advise 4CRB in each case by calling 
Management. If Management is not available you should leave a message with reception for 
Management. 

If you require time-off for a full or partial day due to personal and/or medical reasons such 
as treatments, specialist appointments and other matters that are planned in advance of the 
actual appointment, you are expected to request the time-off at/or about the same time that 
the appointment is made.  You may be asked to confirm when you made the appointment 
prior to being allowed the time-off.  Relevant documentation must be completed and 
authorised by 4CRB prior to the appointment. 

12 Payment of Wages and Salary  

All wages and salaries are paid fortnightly in arrears.  A working week is from Monday to 
Friday.  Payment will be processed on Wednesday before close of business for access by 
Thursday. 

Payments are made directly into your nominated bank, building society or credit union 
account.  It will remain your responsibility to advise the accounts manager of any changes to 
your account details.  4CRB cannot be held responsible for any delays or errors in processing 
that arise due to changes in your banking details or problems with banking institutions.  
Should you wish to change the details of your bank and account details, you are expected to 
advise the accounts manager in writing no later than the Friday afternoon prior to the pay 
week. 

13 Overtime 

4CRB does not support ongoing excess hours as part of its standard practice.  You should be 
able to complete your role in the specified working hours.  If for any reason you believe you 
are constantly unable to complete your allocated tasks, please discuss the matter with 
Management. 

Approval must be obtained from Management prior to the work being done.  If approval is 
not obtained before the time is actually worked Management is entitled to refuse payment. 

Claims for excess hours of less than half an hour will not be considered. 

14 Dress Code 

All employees are expected to maintain a high standard of personal hygiene and must dress 
in attire suitable for the office environment.  Women are expected to wear decorous outfits 
(i.e. no micro skirts, low cut or see-through garments) and men are expected to wear long 
trousers, and business type shirts or collared sports shirts.  Shoes must be worn at all times.  
No body art is to be displayed or visible during office hours. 

15 Annual Leave 
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Full-time employees are entitled to 20 days annual leave, available after completing one year 
of service2.  Annual leave may be accrued for a period not exceeding 20 days.  Payment of 
leave is based on the normal pay rate as agreed in your employment contract.  Your leave 
payments will include any benefits or added payments as outlined in the State Award for 
your position. 

To apply for Annual Leave an Employee must follow the procedure as outlined below. 

You must first check with Management to see whether the time you wish to take leave is 
available and whether there is not another person critical to your taking leave having leave 
at the same time. 

a. Upon receiving a Leave form, Management will assess whether the Employee has 
enough Annual Leave available and will also consider the station’s needs, before 
signing off the Leave Request form. 

b. Once final approval is granted, leave will be updated into the Leave Calendar. 

c. Employees are not to accrue more than four weeks annual leave, other than 
having special permission to do so. Management can direct staff to take leave to 
ensure this threshold is maintained. 

d. All full-time Employees are required to work 48 weeks annually.  Time off without 
pay is not part of 4CRB’s policy.  All time off, other than afternoon tea and lunch 
breaks, will be calculated, recorded and paid as annual leave.  4CRB will 
endeavour to fulfil each request whilst taking into consideration all requests for 
the same period, and past requests and circumstances.  All Employees should 
however remember that they are working as part of a team and consideration for 
your co-workers and other existing responsibility is essential. 

16 Sick Leave 

If you are unable to work due to illness it is important that you telephone either the Office 
Manager or if unavailable, reception advising the nature of the illness and the day you believe 
you will return to work.  It is not sufficient to merely leave a message at reception or 
telephone another employee and leave a message.  Failure to adhere to this requirement 
may result in the employee’s wages not being paid for the period of absence.  In the event 
of any employee being absent from work through illness in excess of two days, it is a 
requirement that you produce a doctor’s certificate stating the nature of your illness and the 
anticipated period of absence from work.  You may be required to produce other evidence 
of illness as reasonably required by 4CRB.  Such evidence may also be required to support 
any consistent illness requiring regular sick leave, e.g. migraines etc. 

Employees are entitled to sick leave in accordance with the award under which they are 
employed and in the absence of any relevant award then up to a maximum of ten days per 
working year. 

Upon return from personal leave, a leave form must be completed by the employee and 
submitted to management for approval. Forms are then distributed to Finance for payroll 
processing and filed in the employee’s employment file. It is the responsibility of the 
employee to ensure this is completed.  

Whenever possible, employees are required to arrange appointments for doctors and 
dentists outside office hours or during lunch breaks.  Should this not be possible, please 
advise Management of the time you will be absent. 
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17 Departure from the STATION during Business Hours 

Any employee leaving the station during business hours is required to have permission from 
Management before leaving the station. 

When leaving the station, the employee is to also advise the receptionist where they are 
going and how long it is anticipated they will be out of the office by completing the form at 
reception.  It is then the responsibility of the receptionist to tell any person who relieves on 
reception who is out of the office and when they should be back. 

Any employee desiring to cease work earlier than 5pm on any day is required to obtain 
permission from Management.  An email must be sent to Management advising of any time 
absent from the office for personal reasons. 

18 Special Leave 

If any employee is unable to attend for the whole or part of a day, or their arrival at work is 
delayed or an early departure is necessary, Management is to be personally contacted and 
advised of the circumstances as early as possible.  Administrative employees who make 
arrangements for time off, which includes their making up time lost at some later stage, are 
required to memo/email Management so a record can be kept on their personnel file and 
the time taken off can be made up. 

19 Family Leave 

4CRB will grant you leave under special circumstances, provided it does not seriously disrupt 
the operations of the station. 

In cases where there has been a death or serious illness in the family you should contact 
either Management to make a request for leave.  All requests will be considered.  Failure to 
provide an explanation for your absence from work may result in disciplinary action. 

20 Bereavement Leave 

20.1 Full-time and part-time employees shall, on the death of a member of their immediate 
family or household in Australia, be entitled to paid bereavement leave up to and 
including the day of the funeral of such person. Such leave shall be without deduction 
of pay for a period not exceeding the number of hours worked by the employee in 2 
ordinary days of work (i.e. two days). 

20.2 Proof of such death is to be furnished by the employee if required by 4CRB. 

20.3 Immediate Family means: 

a. A spouse (including a former spouse, a de facto spouse and a former de facto 
spouse, spouse of the same sex) of the employee; and 

b. A child or an adult child (including an adopted child, a foster child, an ex-foster 
child, a stepchild or an ex-nuptial child), parent, grandparent, grandchild or sibling 
of the employee or spouse of the employee. 

20.4 Unpaid leave 
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20.5 An employee with the consent of 4CRB may apply for unpaid leave when a member of 
the employee's immediate family or household in Australia dies and the period of 
bereavement leave entitlement provided above is insufficient. 

21 Long Service Leave 

You are entitled to long service leave of two months paid leave after ten years of service.  
Where you have worked ten years, access to the benefits of accrued long service leave 
entitlements may be available from that time by agreement between you and 4CRB. Long 
Service leave is not to be accrued but taken when it falls due with consultation of 4CRB.  

22 Maternity/Parental Leave 

If an employee has had twelve months continuous employment with 4CRB they are entitled 
to maternity/parental leave.  A pregnant employee is entitled to an unbroken period of up 
to 52 weeks unpaid maternity leave: 

a. for the child’s birth; and 

b. to be the child’s primary caregiver. 

 

The employee must give 4CRB: 

a. at least 10 weeks’ written notice of intention to take the leave; and 

b. at least 4 weeks’ written notice of the dates on which he/she wants to start and 
end the leave. 

Please refer to the Industrial Relations Act 1999 for further information. 

23 Reimbursement of Pre Approved Expenses 

4CRB shall reimburse an employee for all reasonable and necessary expenses incurred by the 
employee, with the prior approval of Management, in performing his/her duties on the 
submission of appropriate receipts.  

24 Car parks 

Car parks are allocated to employees at 4CRB’s discretion.  Car parks are a privilege and are 
not guaranteed on any basis. On busy days 4CRB would prefer staff park their vehicles around 
the back of the building 

25 4CRB VEHICLE/S 

The 4CRB vehicle is for use for company business and promotional activities.  It is available 
to all staff between 9AM and 5PM Monday to Friday and is primarily used by sales staff. This 
needs to be booked, through the in/out book at reception. 

25.1 Employees or Volunteers must hold a current drivers licence, and on their person while 
using the vehicle. 

25.2 The use of a mobile phone while operating the vehicle is only permitted if on hands 
free. 
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25.3 All employees and volunteers are to operate the vehicle, in a safe manner while 
observing and complying with the road rules. 

25.4 Any infringements or fines will be the responsibility of the employee or volunteer 
operating the vehicle at the time. Fines will be payable by the responsible employee 
and will not be reimbursed by 4CRB. 

25.5 Where 4CRB’s vehicle is not available and the employee chooses to use their own 
vehicle for work related purposes, 4CRB will not reimburse the employee for any 
related costs. It is expected that the employee will diarise the travel for their personal 
tax purposes. 

26 Other Employment 

In the course of your employment, you must not be employed in any capacity whatsoever in 
respect of any business or activity which may adversely, affect 4CRB and/or the employee’s 
duties and/or may result in the employee’s business activities competing with 4CRB. 

Any secondary employment must not take priority over any requirement of 4CRB. 

If at any time your involvement in another business is seen as interfering 4CRB’s interest, you 
may be asked to terminate such relations otherwise you may be at risk of your employment 
being terminated. All employees, contractors or volunteers will be judged against the same 
performance standards as other employees, contractors or volunteers however 4CRB will not 
discriminate against employees, contractors or volunteers pursuing outside interest. 

27 Staff Reviews  

As a guideline, 4CRB will conduct regular performance reviews no less than every twelve 
months and less formal reviews on a regular basis at management’s discretion. 

28 Drugs, Smoking and Drinking Policy 

Drugs 

The use of any and all illegal substances within the workplace is strictly prohibited.  At all 
times 4CRB enforces a strict illegal drug free environment.  The use of illegal drugs can create 
unnecessary risks and creates a threat to fellow employees.  It is impossible for employees, 
contractors or volunteers to carry out their job responsibly and safely whilst under the 
influence of illegal drugs.  

Any employee, contractor or volunteer using illegal drugs can cause serious damage to 
4CRB’s reputation and perception in the marketplace.  Any use of illegal drugs whilst at work 
or acting as a representative of 4CRB will not be tolerated. 

It is strictly prohibited to manufacture, distribute, possess, sell or use a controlled substance 
at the business premises or surrounds of 4CRB.  Any breach of this provision may result in 
immediate dismissal and may lead to possible police prosecution. 

Smoking 

Smoking is prohibited during working hours.  4CRB is a smoking free environment. 

Drinking (Alcohol) 
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Drinking alcohol during working hours is prohibited unless invited to attend a 4CRB function.  

29 Termination of Employment 

Notice 

An employee leaving 4CRB voluntarily is to give 4CRB reasonable notice in writing as specified 
in the employment contract or in accordance with the Award so that a replacement may be 
found with a minimum of fuss.  Sick leave will not be paid out on termination. 

Annual Leave Payment 

An employee whose employment is terminated will be entitled to payment of unused and 
accrued vacation leave. 

30 COMPANY MOBILE PHONES 

a. A 4crb mobile phone is provided for business use, therefore private use is not 
permitted. 

b. The employee is expected to use his or her devices in an ethical manner at all 
times and adhere to the company’s acceptable use policy  

c. Employees who have been provided with a mobile phone have access to email 
and internet, and must comply with 4crb’s policies regarding email and internet 
usage.  

d. 3GB per month of data is supplied for email, internet and maps, and no excess 
usage will be paid for by 4crb 

e. During office hours mobile phones are to remain on, and location services are 
activated at all times. Management reserves the right to review locations of 
employees during business hours. 

f. Message Bank is installed on all mobile phones and the standard company 
message is to be recorded by the employee 

g. Employees commencing annual leave are to record the company message 
regarding annual leave on the voice mail immediately prior to commencing 
annual leave 

h. Mobile phones are to be left in the office on Friday afternoon and retrieved on 
Monday morning 

i. As mobile phones contain company data, PIN codes are to be used on all mobile 
phones. This minimises security risks in the event a mobile phone is lost or stolen. 
Please ensure this facility is used at all times. Do not share or disclose PIN 
numbers with others. PIN numbers stay with the SIM card of the mobile phone 

j. In the event that a mobile phone is lost or stolen, the employee is to notify 
management and soon as reasonably possible.  

31 Computers 

31.1 Use of Computers - Guidelines 
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4CRB’s computer system is an open network in both implementation and spirit and 
relies on each individual user’s judgement as to its appropriate use.  The following 
guidelines are provided to employees, contractors and volunteers in respect of the 
use of 4CRB’s computer system: 

a. Any employee, contractor or volunteer who, without authorization accesses, 
uses, destroys, alters, dismantles or disfigures any information technologies, 
properties or facilities, including those owned by third parties, thereby threatens 
the atmosphere of increased access and sharing of information, threatens the 
security within which employees may create intellectual products and maintain 
records, has engaged in unethical or unacceptable conduct.  This includes the 
opening of computers and adding or removing parts of the computers without 
express authorization. 

b. Access to the networks and to the information technology environment with 
4CRB is a privilege and must be treated as such by all users of the network and 
its associated systems.  A user’s right to access the computer and information 
resources shall not be denied or removed without just cause. 

c. The use of 4CRB’s system for illegal bullying, harassing, vandalizing, 
inappropriate or obscene purposes, or in support of such activities by any 
employee, contractor or volunteer is prohibited and will be treated as unethical 
and/or unacceptable conduct.  Illegal activities shall be defined as a violation of 
local, state and/or federal laws.  Harassment and bullying includes slurs, 
comments, jokes, innuendoes, unwelcome compliments, cartoons, pranks 
and/or other verbal conduct relating to an individual which: 

I. has the purpose or effect of creating and intimidating a hostile or 
offensive environment; 

II. has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with an 
individual’s work performance; or 

III. interferes with station operations. 

d. Vandalism is defined as any malicious attempt to harm or destroy hardware, 
operating systems, application software or data of another user.  Inappropriate 
use shall be defined as a violation of the intended use of the network and/or 
purpose and goal. 

e. Obscene activities shall be defined as including a violation of generally accepted 
social standards for use of a commercially owned and operated communication 
vehicle. 

f. Accounts such as those established for Internet and electronic mail shall be used 
only by the authorized owner of the account for the authorized purpose. 

g. Unbridled and open-ended use of the network by all users cannot be 
accommodated.  Users are cautioned to exercise prudence in the shared use of 
this resource. 

h. All communications and information accessible should be assumed to be private 
property but information on any computer system cannot be guaranteed to be 
non-accessible by other users.  4CRB will take prudent steps to develop, 
implement and maintain security procedures to ensure the integrity of files. 
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i. The unauthorized use of and/or copying of software is illegal.  All users need to 
understand the ethical and legal use of software and conform to copyright law. 

j. It is not acceptable to use the network so as to interfere with or disrupt other 
network users, services or equipment.  Disruptions include, but are not limited 
to, distribution of unsolicited advertising, propagation of computer viruses, 
distributing quantities of information meant to deliberately overwhelm the 
system (chain letters or broadcasting messages) and/or using the network to 
make unauthorized entry into any other machine accessible via the network. 

k. Electronic mail will not be intentionally inspected without the consent of the 
sender or intended recipient, unless required by law or 4CRB is required to 
investigate a complaint regarding the use of electronic mail that may contain 
inappropriate or illegal material. 

31.2 Disciplinary Activities 

4CRB characterizes as unethical, unacceptable, and just cause for removal of 
computer networking privileges and/or the taking of disciplinary or legal action, any 
activity through which any user: 

a. violates such matters as institutional or third party copyright, license agreements 
or other contracts; 

b. interferes with the intended use of the information resources, or the work being 
done on the network by other users; 

c. seeks to gain or gains unauthorized access to information resources; 

d. seeks information on, obtains copies of, or modifies files or other data, or gains 
and communicates passwords belonging to other users; 

e. uses or knowingly allows another to use any computer, computer network, 
computer system, program or software to devise or execute any artifice or 
scheme to defraud or to obtain money, property, services or other things of value 
by false pretenses, promises or representations; 

f. without authorization destroys, alters, dismantles, disfigures, prevents rightful 
access to or otherwise interferes with the integrity of computer hardware 
including disk drives, computer based information and/or information resources 
whether on stand-alone or networked computers; 

g. without authorization invades the privacy of individuals or entities that are 
creators, authors, users or subjects of the information resources; 

h. uses the network for commercial advertising or political lobbying; 

i. acts to disrupt the use of the network by other users; 

j. illegally installs copyrighted software for use on 4CRB’s computers; 

k. uses the network to access, forward or process pornographic material, 
inappropriate text titles, or files dangerous to the integrity of the loan area 
networks (hacking software); 
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l. intentionally develops a program that harasses other users, infiltrates computers 
or computing systems; 

m. submits, publishes or displays any defamatory, inaccurate, racially offensive, 
abusive, bullying, obscene, profane, sexually orientated or threatening materials 
or messages, either public or private. 

32 System Administration 

32.1 System administrators of 4CRB and 4CRB has authorised the system administrators in 
consultation with 4CRB to: 

a. monitor all activity of 4CRB; 

b. make determinations on whether specific uses of the network are consistent with 
this acceptable use policy; 

c. log network use and monitor storage disk space utilization by users; 

d. remove a user’s access to the network at any time it is determined that the user 
is engaged in authorized activity or violating this acceptable use policy; 

e. co-operate fully with any investigation concerning or relating to any electronic 
mail transmitted; and/or 

f. refuse posting of files or to remove inappropriate files. 

32.2 Disciplinary Action 

Section 32 is applicable to all employees, contractors and volunteers  and refers to all 
information resources whether individually controlled, shared, stand alone or 
networked.  Disciplinary action, if any, for employees and other users shall be 
consistent with 4CRB’s standard policies and practices.  Where use of external 
networks is involved, policies governing such use are also applicable and must be 
adhered too.  Violations can constitute cause for revocation of access privileges, 
suspension of access to computers, other disciplinary action and/or appropriate legal 
action.  Exact disciplinary measures will be determined on a case-by-case basis. 

32.3 Internet Code of Ethics 

a. Use of 4CRB’s Internet services is primarily for business purposes.   

b. An employee, contractor or volunteer using the Internet must ensure that;  

I. access is limited to business purposes unless express permission has 
been given by 4CRB for personal use; 

II. any email communication must not contain information that could bring 
the company into disrepute or breach 4CRB’s sexual harassment and 
discrimination policies, 

III. confidential information about 4CRB must not be disclosed without the 
express permission of 4CRB; 

IV. national and international copyright laws must not be breached; 
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V. pornographic, offensive and illegal activities sites must not be accessed; 

VI. any communication must not breach national or international 
defamation laws. 

c. In addition the following clauses also apply: 

I. any use of the Internet for product advertisement or political lobbying is 
prohibited; 

II. only the authorised user may use Internet access and sharing of this 
information with others is grounds for deleting the individual as user; 

III. users shall not intentionally seek information on, obtain copies of, or 
modify files, other data, or passwords belonging to other users, or 
misrepresent other users on the Internet; 

IV. all communications and information accessed via the Internet is 4CRB’s 
property; 

V. no use of the Internet shall serve to disrupt the use of the network by 
others and hardware or software shall not be destroyed, modified or 
abused in any way; 

VI. malicious use of the Internet to develop programs that harass other users 
or infiltrate a computer or computing system and/or damage the software 
components of a computer system is prohibited; 

VII. any employee, contractor or volunteer who is found to be in breach of 
any item described in Clauses 29.3(b) and 29.3(c)(i)-(vi) will be subject to 
disciplinary action, which may include immediate termination of 
employment.   

d. 4CRB will, from time to time, monitor the use of the Internet including 
personal use accessed from a home computer.  4CRB may obtain details from 
its servers, about Internet sites accessed by the employees, contractors or 
volunteers and of the content of emails sent and received (“the records”).  If 
there is any reason to believe, from an inspection of the records, that the 
employee, contractor or volunteer has breached this clause, the employee, 
contractor or volunteer may be given notice of such breach, including details 
of the records and given an opportunity to respond.   

32.4 Computing Security 

a. Simple rule: “No files in, No files out!”.  No files of any kind (i.e. programs, 
games images or sound files) are to be introduced on or taken off the 
network without proper authorisation by the System Administrator.  

b. Never share your password except with the Administrator! It is at least as 
valuable and personal as your bank account PIN (Personal Identifying 
Number) or your signature on a blank cheque.  Always look away when 
someone is entering his or her password. 

c. Do not leave your computer logged on unattended for extended periods of 
time (i.e. when you are out of the office, in meetings, out for lunch or other 
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breaks).  Always lock your machine or log out.  If a user is logged on to one 
machine no one else is allowed to access that machine without prior 
permission from the user. 

d. Never try to gain unauthorised access to network areas (folders, files or 
resources) that you are not authorised to use.  Network access is 
continuously monitored and operations are logged. 

e. Never try to access or gain access to database servers via any unauthorised 
means.  Unauthorised changes to the database (INSERT, DELETE, UPDATE) 
are considered a crime and can result in civil or criminal proceedings. 

f. Access to the Server Room is strictly limited to system administrators only.  
No other employee should enter the Server Room without the prior consent 
of a system administrator, under any circumstances except fire or any other 
emergency; 

g. Do not try to fix computers or printers yourself.  Please refer those issues to 
the systems administrator or Operations Manager, as required; 

h. Do not install any software without the prior consent from the systems 
administrator or Operations Manager.   By doing so, you are violating your 
machine’s integrity, as well as software licensing agreements. 

i. Disguising one’s identity in any way including the sending of falsified 
messages and modifying system logs, is prohibited. 

j. No software is to be borrowed without prior consent of the systems 
administrator or Operations Manager.  

k. No software is to be duplicated as this violates international copyright laws; 

33 Harassment 

33.1 4CRB is committed to providing a work environment, which is free from harassment 
and bullying. 

Harassment and bullying is unlawful.  It amounts to discriminatory behaviour under 
federal and state anti-discrimination law. 

Harassment and bullying is unwelcome, uninvited behaviour, which can make a 
person feel uncomfortable, offended, humiliated or intimidated.  It does not matter 
that there is no intention to harass or bully.  It includes many things, which you might 
not perceive as harassment and bullying, but which the law says will amount to 
harassment and bullying.  These include, but are not limited to: 

a. unwanted comments about a person’s religious or political beliefs; 

b. unwanted name calling; 

c. jokes, suggestive comments or offensive gestures related to a person’s 
disability, religious conviction, ethnic or sexual characteristics; 

d. distribution or display of material regarded as offensive; 
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e. persistent questions about a person’s private life; 

f. demands for sexual favours, either directly or by implication; 

g. unwanted and deliberate physical contact; and 

h. indecent assault or other criminal offences 

33.2 Harassment or bullying of colleagues or clients at work is unacceptable behaviour and 
4CRB will not tolerate it under any circumstances.  4CRB is required to ensure that all 
employees are treated fairly and equitably, including not being subjected to 
harassment and bullying.  4CRB is also required to ensure that complainants and 
witnesses are not victimised in any way. 

33.3 It is important to distinguish between unwelcome, unreciprocated behaviour and 
mutually acceptable behaviour.  For example, harassment and bullying does not 
usually include genuine compliments or mutually acceptable physical contact. 

33.4 Any reports of harassment and bullying will be treated seriously and empathetically by 
4CRB and will be investigated thoroughly and confidentially.  Disciplinary action will be 
taken against anyone found to be harassing or bullying a co-worker, contractor or 
volunteer. 

33.5 4CRB also will support employees, contractors and volunteers who are harassed or 
bullied. 

33.6 What to do if you have been harassed and/or bullied 

a. Although you may not feel comfortable about it, your first step should be to 
indicate that you do not welcome the harassing or bullying behaviour or 
conversation.  Tell the person responsible for the harassment and/or bullying 
that his/her behaviour is offensive to you and that you want it to stop, and 
that if it does not stop you will take further steps.  Alternatively, you may 
confidentially seek advice from Management regarding the situation. 

b. If the behaviour does not stop: 

I. seek advice from Management.  He or she can help you look at your 
options, and will support you in the action you decide you want to 
take; and 

II. if necessary, make contact with, or make a formal complaint to 
Management.  4CRB will conduct confidential inquiries and will try to 
resolve the matter. You are also required to keep the matter 
confidential and not discuss with other members of the staff. 

III. If management are unable to resolve the matter it will be referred to 
the disputes committee for determination. 

c. At all times, your preferred means of resolution will be the key to any steps 
taken. 

While 4CRB would prefer to deal internally with complaints, and is committed to 
doing so efficiently and respecting the confidentiality and privacy of those 
concerned, you can lodge a complaint with the Equal Opportunity Commission/Anti-
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Discrimination Board in Queensland.  You should, however, follow in-house 
procedures first to retain and maintain control of your working environment. 

Any employee, contractor or volunteer who harasses or bullies another employee, 
contractor or volunteer may be disciplined.  The discipline will be appropriate to the 
severity of the offence, but may involve: 

a. transfer to another position; 

b. transfer to a lower level position; or 

c. dismissal. 

34 STAFF MEETINGS 

Staff meetings are held at the discretion of Management.   

35 BOARD MEETINGS 

The Board of 4CRB meets every month to discuss 4CRB’s policies, employees’ issues, budgets 
and general matters. 
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OFFICE PROCEDURES 

1 Housekeeping 

Each employee, contractor and volunteer is responsible for the neatness and good order of 
his/her office or workstation and all employees, contractors and volunteers must co-operate 
in maintaining the station in the best possible manner. 

1.1 Kitchen 

4CRB provides a refrigerator, coffee and tea making facilities for the convenience of 
employees, contractors and volunteers. Please refer also to Meal and Breaks – 
Section A - Clause 7.1. 

The neatness of this area and the public areas of the station as a whole are the 
responsibility of the station cleaners and in certain tasks the employees and 
volunteers.  However, all employees, contractors and volunteers are responsible for 
cleaning up after they have used the kitchen for their own needs including coffee 
cups and refuse.  

2 Birthdays 

4CRB employees a number of staff and volunteers, so that we do not miss anyone we do not 
officially recognize birthdays. Should staff wish to recognize another staff member or 
volunteers significant day they are to do it off the premises. 

3 Personal use of Office Equipment and Supplies 

4CRB’s office supplies, copy service and postage are 4CRB’s business and must not be used 
by employees, contractors or volunteers for personal reasons without the approval of 4CRB. 

4 Personal Telephone Calls 

4.1 Personal telephone calls during office hours both incoming and outgoing should be 
confined to those, which are absolutely necessary and should be kept to a minimum.  
Personal calls not only consume time and cost but also tie up the telephone lines.  Lines 
are already crowded and personal calls may delay other important calls.  Employees, 
contractors or volunteers are expected to pay for any personal calls, at the discretion 
of 4CRB. 

4.2 The use of personal mobile phones, calls and SMS’ing during working hours is 
permitted where absolutely necessary, however should be kept to a minimum. The 
use of personal mobile phones in the work place is a courtesy not a right. 

5 Adjustment of Work Loads – Extra Help 

It is the responsibility of each employee to report their availability to 4CRB if they are not 
busy at any given time.  In this way, heavy work pressures may be relieved from others and 
a more equitable workload balance achieved. 

If assistance is required for redistribution of workloads, the request must be made through 
Management. 

6 Petty Cash 
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4CRB will not make personal loans to employees from petty cash.  Petty cash vouchers must 
be completed at all times and the petty cash book balanced weekly.  Petty cash will be issued 
by Administration only in respect of business matters. 

7 Memoranda 

All memoranda regarding office procedure and administration, which affect 4CRB or its staff 
as a whole, will originate from 4CRB. 

Internal type written memos should be kept to a minimum as this only causes wastage of 
time and paper when either an email or personal approach is all that is required. 

8 Accidents 

If you are involved in any type of accident within the station or any motor vehicle accident 
whether as a driver or passenger or otherwise, or witness an accident over which there is the 
possibility of future litigation you are requested to inform 4CRB at the first opportunity.  Any 
such information will be treated as confidential. 

9 Worker’s Compensation 

4CRB maintains worker’s compensation insurance required by law.  Contact 4CRB if any 
information is needed regarding what claims may be covered and the manner in which claims 
may be made.   

All employees should promptly report to 4CRB all injuries suffered as a result of employment 
activity.  Failure to promptly report an injury may result in loss of benefits. 

10 Communication In the Workplace 

4CRB believes that open and constructive criticism is paramount to the wellbeing of our 
employees.  Knowing and understanding your objectives contributes strongly with meeting 
and achieving these objectives. 

4CRB aspires to an “open door” policy.  All employees, contractors and volunteers should 
feel comfortable in the knowledge and assurance that they may approach any member of 
management to discuss any issue with superiors and management.  4CRB places a great deal 
of importance on open and frank communication at all levels within the organisation. 

Please be advised however, that a clear line of communication exists, which must be 
followed.  All issues should be directed to Management.  Whilst we welcome contact from 
all employees, any grievance or issue you wish to discuss should be clearly enunciated and, 
where required, a concise written report be prepared. 

Rumours and gossip (whether malicious or otherwise) will not be tolerated and such 
continued activity may result in disciplinary action being taken by 4CRB. 

11 Telephone Messages 

11.1 If you leave the office for any reason you must advise reception so that they are able 
to take messages for you whilst you are absent.   

12 Answering the Telephone (After hours) 

The phone is not to be answered after hours other than studio works.   
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13 Personnel Information 

To maintain up-to-date personnel records, it is important that personal data of all employees, 
contractors and volunteers such as address, telephone number, tax file number, and name 
change, etc. are kept accurate and up-to-date.  Each employee, contractor and volunteer is 
required to report any changes to the [accounts manager] or Management as they occur.  4CRB 
will publish your name, address and telephone number for use by 4CRB’s personnel only and 
to enable 4CRB to contact you in times of emergencies. 4CRB shall not release, publish or 
otherwise use personal details. 

4CRB keeps a complete record of employment including the original application form and/or 
resume, performance reviews, and a history of annual and sick leave for each employee. 

14 Fire  

14.1 Warden’s Evacuation Plan 

  4CRB maintains Fire Drills and Evacuations Plans required by law (Annexure B). 

14.2 Evacuation Plan 

  4CRB maintains Fire Drills and Evacuations Plans required by law (Annexures C & D)  

15 Letters of Recommendation 

A letter of recommendation or reference for departing employees is not a matter of right.  It 
is 4CRB’s policy to provide verbal references over the phone via direct request. 

16 MAIL 

16.1 General - 4CRB will review all incoming mail in the morning before being distributed. 
Mail that is addressed to 4CRB, but of a personal nature will be opened by 4CRB staff. 

16.2 Signing - All correspondence must be checked and signed by Management unless 
special arrangements have been made.   

17 Facsimiles  

17.1 Before sending a fax check that the fax number is correct 

17.2 Incoming Facsimiles - All employees passing the fax machine MUST distribute faxes as 
they are received. Under no circumstances is a fax to be left on the machine.   

18 Security 

18.1 4CRB has a security system.  It is incumbent on all employees to ensure that all 
windows and doors are closed and locked if you are the last to leave the premises.  
Ensure all air conditioners, other than in the Control Room, are turned off and the 
alarm is set before exiting the building. 

18.2 Entry: If you are the first to enter the building disarm the alarm.  On the exterior front 
is a blue strobe.  Should this be flashing on arrival it indicates that the alarm has been 
triggered.  Call management and advise them of the situation.  Be aware that this might 
be a crime scene and be mindful not to disturb finger prints, foot prints, tyre tracks 
etc. 
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18.3 Alarm 

a. The alarm system will give the user one minute to exit the building from 
arming.  The system will chime during this period. 

b. The alarm will sound: 

• If a door is ajar 

• If something moves in front of a detector 

• If there is a fault with the system 

• It will sound for five minutes and then strobe. 

18.4 At 8PM every evening the system will auto arm.  If you are working later than this, call 
the security company to stop this. 

18.5 Cameras 

• 4CRB has a camera system which carries out continuous ongoing camera 
surveillance. All cameras are clearly visible and staff may be observed during 
their normal work duties. 

• The system is used for security, workplace health & safety, training, 
identification of technical issues and illegal or improper conduct. 
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ANNEXURE A - Fire Evacuation Plan 

FIRE EVACUATION PLAN 
8 Stevenson Court 

BURLEIGH HEADS QLD 4220 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FIRE WARDENS 
BEFORE the occurrence of a fire or a fire drill, ensure that all employees are aware of where 
fire exits are located in their area. 

In the event of a fire occurring on the premises, the following procedures should be adopted. 

On the sounding of the alarm, wardens appointed for each section will ensure that: 

a. all employees are aware that it is in fact a fire alarm. 

b. in the event of a visual fire or smoke; 

c. one fire warden telephone 000 and report the size and location of the fire to the Fire 
Brigade; and 

d. the other fire warden is to activate the fire alarm system (glass fronted manual alarm 
buttons have been placed at strategic points throughout the building which when 
broken and the button is pushed operate an alarm in the building); 

e. ensure that any members of the public who are in the building are aware of the 
emergency and are included in the evacuation; 

f. if appropriate, check all areas to ensure that persons have not sought refuge from 
smoke or fire; 

g. close doors if applicable, i.e. door entering fire isolated stairs; 

h. check that all persons are accounted for; 

i. ensure that someone presents to the Senior Fire Warden personnel when they arrive 
in order to inform them and the Ambulance if necessary, the quickest place to attack 
the fire or pick up any casualty. 

Report your head count to the Senior Fire Warden personnel as soon as possible. 

Fire Wardens: 

………………….. – Chief Fire Warden 

…………………… 
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ANNEXURE B – Evacuation Plan – FIRE DRILLS 

 

Evacuation Plan 

It is a requirement of the Fire Safety Act that employees are familiar with the enclosed plan to 
ensure that evacuation of the building can be conducted in a safe and orderly manner in the 
event of a fire. 

All employees should know where the following items are stored: 

a. Alarms  

b. Control panel  

c. Hose Reels  

d. Extinguishers 

e. Exits 

The Meeting Point is on the footpath/cul-de-sac immediately outside of the main entrance to 
the property as shown on the attached Evacuation Maps.  All employees must remain at the 
Meeting Point until directed to return to the building. 

Testing of the alarm system is carried out monthly (3 short sharp rings). 

Fire Drills will be carried out from time to time in accordance with the requirements of the Fire 
Safety Act. 

4CRB has a nominated person who is thoroughly acquainted with the various aspects of fire 
prevention and evacuation and instructs all new employees contractors and volunteers, in the 
above procedures within one month of commencing employment and every six months 
thereafter.  In the event of the absence of that person, arrangements should be in place for 
someone else to carry out his/her duties in the event of a fire.  That person should be able to 
provide a list of the people present in the station to ensure that all persons are accounted for 
in the event of evacuation.  Should visitors be present in the station at the time of activation 
of the fire alarm, those visitors must be conducted to the fire exits to ensure their safe exit 
from the station.  
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Annexure C – EVACUATION MAPS 
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ANNEXURE BB1 

 

 

Risk Management Policy 

Objective 
The objective of this policy is to communicate a common understanding of risk management 
at 4CRB by outlining key roles and responsibilities, risk management methodology and 
procedures as well as monitoring and reporting requirements. 

Effective and efficient risk management and maintaining a sound internal control environment 
are integral to 4CRB’s culture and its way of conducting business. 4CRB recognises that the key 
drivers of efficient and effective risk management are: 

• the level of awareness of risk and control measures that exist across 4CRB’s 
organisation, its staff, contractors and volunteers; and 

• the degree to which 4CRB’s risk management program is aligned to its objectives. 

 
4CRB’s risk management program aims to provide a structured basis for strategic planning, 
effective and efficient operations, improving the quality of decision making and safeguarding 
its assets, people, finance and intellectual property. 

Key Areas of Risk 

The types of risk and potential losses from such risk that 4CRB faces include: 

 Strategic: Where its resources/skills/market/sponsors are 
concentrated in limited areas. 

 Operational: from inadequate or inefficient processes, systems or poorly 
trained staff. 

 Market: where its core business activities may become limited due to 
strategic inadequacies. 

 Credit and 
Financial: 

from inadequate or inefficient processes, procedures, 
systems and/or reporting, lack of due diligence and attention 
in relation to choices concerning the type of staff, sponsors 
and business operations it will accept. 

 Insurance where a potential loss incurring event is not covered and/or 
inadequate levels of insurance are maintained. 
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Key Roles and Responsibilities 

 

4CRB’s Executive Committee (“EC”) 

 

The EC comprises Hilton Redding, Steve Stuttle, Colin Balewski and David Ashton-Lewis.  The 
EC sets the risk tolerance levels for 4CRB.  The EC in turn has formed the Compliance and Audit 
Committee which oversees 4CRB’s risk management and internal control effectiveness. 

 

All 4CRB Employees 

 

All employees, contractors and volunteers are required to adopt, support and promote all 
procedures and processes that will manage risk and mitigate its consequences. 

 

 

Risk Management Methodology 

 

The following diagram, adopted from Standards Australia (AS/NZS 4360:2004,) illustrates the 
risk management methodology followed at 4CRB. This process is based upon joint internal 
audit and management risk assessment. 
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21 Identify Risks 

 

4CRB shall review the nature of the services provided and in that context, review the extent to 
which this can expose 4CRB to risk. 

 

Such will also be analysed against past experience and will also be based on a consideration of 
the commercial relationships that exist, the personnel involved, the financial market for its 
operation and the effect of operational business interruption. 

1. Analyse Risks 

 

4CRB shall determine the consequences (impact or magnitude of the effect) and likelihood 
(frequency or probability) of each identified risk, taking into account existing controls.   

2. Evaluate Risks 

 

The EC will decide whether the risks identified are acceptable or not to 4CRB . This evaluation 
takes into account the degree of control over each risk and the cost impact, benefits and 
opportunities presented by such risks. 

3. Treat Risks 

 

4CRB will then develop risk treatment strategies.  Such will include a consideration of avoiding 
the risk altogether, reducing the likelihood or consequence of the risk with additional internal 
controls, and/or transferring the risk to a third party.  

 

In the first instance, all 4CRB staff and management are to adopt the procedures detailed in 
the 4CRB Office Manual.  Such details the processes to be followed in respect of each step of 
its operation.  The combined effect of such processes is intended to avoid or minimise the 
likelihood of a risk event occurring and/or mitigating the effect of the event should such occur. 

4. Monitoring and Review 

 

4CRB shall undertake regular six monthly reviews of its operations and its staff’s compliance 
with the Office Manual procedures. Following such review, the results shall be reported to the 
Board. Changes to processes identified as a result of the internal audit will be agreed in a 
collaborative way with the Board and EC before implementation. 

 

In the event 4CRB becomes aware of a risk event, a Risk Management Form (“RMF”) (see 
attached document) shall be completed, in the first instance by the 4CRB personnel 
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immediately involved or associated with the risk event.  The RMF shall then be submitted to 
Management and/or member of the EC to assess and address as they may see fit.  In all 
instances reported, Management shall maintain a Risk Management Register recording the 
relevant details of the risk event notified and the steps taken by Management and/or EC to 
treat and otherwise respond to the risk event. 

 

Following notification of the risk event, Management shall review the procedures set out in 
the Office Manual to determine whether any changes need to be implemented to ensure the 
risk event is avoided in the future. 

5. Communication and Consultation 

 

4CRB’s EC shall regularly consult with management and its staff in relation to: 

• issues that may arise concerning potential risk events or circumstances that may give 
rise to such an event; and 

• the appropriate manner in which such risks or potential risks are to be treated. 
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ANNEXURE I 

RISK MANAGEMENT FORM 

 

 

Risk Event/Circumstances likely to give rise to a Claim 

 

 

 

Personnel involved: 

 

 

Circumstances: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Consequences: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Overall Assessment of Existing controls: (tick one) 

 

  Adequate    Requires improvement    Inadequate or Ineffective 
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Description of Existing Controls: 

(Describe existing key controls to mitigate risk) 

Control Assessment 

Adequate/Requirements 
improvement/Inadequate 

  

  

  

  

  

 

Proposed Risk Treatment Action 

Propo
sed 
Action 

Responsible Start 
Date 

End 
Date 

Priority 

(High/Medium/
Low) 

 

 

 

 

 

Risk Assessment after Treatment 

Action 
Taken 

Consequence/Outc
ome 

Further 
Action 
Require
d 

New Priority 

(High/Medium/Low
) 

 

 

 

 

 

ACCIDENTS 
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If you are involved in any type of accident within the office or any motor vehicle accident 
whether as a driver or passenger or otherwise, whilst travelling to or from work you are 
requested to inform Management at the first opportunity. Any such information will be treated 
as confidential. 

 

Reporting chain: 

 

Please report any incident immediately to Management. 

 

First Aid Officers at 4CRB (persons who have qualified in basic first aid and CPR). 

 

See Emergency Plan Schedule “A” attached. 

 

 

 

1. WORKER’S COMPENSATION 

4CRB maintains WorkCover insurance required by law. Contact Management if any 
information is needed regarding what claims may be covered and the manner in which claims 
may be made. 

 

All employees, contractors and volunteers should promptly report to Management all injuries 
suffered as a result of employment activity. Failure to promptly report an injury may result in 
loss of benefits. 

 


